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ABSmACT
One of the more common themes of the information systems
literature involves the desirability of using graphics and
col or to enhance the useful ness of reports and di spl ays.
Very 1 ittl e empi rical research, however, has been di rected
toward examining the real contribution of graphics and color
to decision maker effectiveness; and, the findings of the
few studies that have been undertaken are, at best, incon-
elusive. This paper reports on a laboratory experiment
(using experienced internal auditors as subjects) that exam-
ines the contributions of color graphic outputs.on decision
performance and learning. Significant resul ts were observed
(controlling for individual differences) with color graphic
reports proving advantageous with a simple, but not a com-
pl ex, decl si on si tuati on.
INTRODUCTION lihood that reported "information"
will be remembered for later use
Information system designers and re- (Gremillion and Jenkins, 1981). Claims
searchers have both been deeply con- by proponents regarding the "man-
cerned with the impact of report and agerial productivity" gains to be
display formats on the usefulness of realized from graphics and color en-
information systems outputs. Much has hancements have, in general, not been
been written, for exampl e, on the be- :modest (Ives, 1982).
nefits of both graphics and color in
enhancing the meaningfulness of man- Surprisingly little empirical research
agement information. Such benefit is has been di rected toward rigorously
conjectured to occur for two major examining the claims of the graphics
reasons (Benbasat and Taylor, 1982): and col or proponents. Furthermore,
by revealing relationships between in-1 11... the.research .that.has.been done
formation el ements and by partitioned 1 has produced equivocal findings. Nel-
categories of information. Decision ther graphics nor the use of color has
performance is thus believed to be di- been convincingly demonstrated to en-
rectly facilitated through reducing hance managerial productivity" (Ives,
the cognitive effort requi red of a de- 1982, p. 18). In his excellent review
cision maker in resol vi ng a deci si on articl e on report/display enhancement
situation and by increasing the like- strategies, Ives concluded (p. 38):
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The most urgent area of research concluded that either format could be
that must be addressed is demon- effectively used, depending on indi-
stration of decision maker produc- vidual differences, in decision sup-
tivity improvements attri butabl e port.
to the use of computer graphics.
... These should be designed to Similar results have been realized
compare differences among individ- from research examining the impact of
ual decision makers, and more irrr color on learning (Chute, 1979; Lam-
portantly, the characteristics of berski, 1980). Essentially, the only
the task facing the decision definitive statement that can be made
maker. as a result of this literature is that
it appears that a large number of in-
This paper reports on a study intended tervening variables -- such as infor-
to provide such evidence. Specifi- mation content, learner aptitudes and
cally, fifty-one experienced cost ac- context complexity -- strongly infl u-
countants participated in a laboratory ence the effectiveness of color. While
experiment comparing the impact on de- a study by Gremillion and Jenkins
cision performance and on learning of (1981) found that col or learni ng ai ds
a col or graphic report format agai nst outperformed black and white learning
that of a tabul ar report format whil e aids in an "information recall" task,
controll ing for task compl exity and no inferences could be made regarding
for selected individual differences. the impact of color on decision per-
formance.
DEVELOPMENT OF HYPOTHESES A study by Ghani ( 1981) contrasted the
impact on decision performance· of
Prior Evidence Regarding Color col or graphic reports and tabul ar re-
Graphic Enhancements ports in a complex decision task.
While no significant results were re-
Previous research contrasting the con- ported, the tabul ar representati onstributions of tabular and graphical did result in higher decision per-
report formats on decision performance formance. Post-experiment discussions
has resulted in quite inconsistent re- with the subjects, however, reveal ed
Sul ts With two studies reporting some interesting observations. While
marginal support for graphical reports the subjects who preferred the col or
(Benbasat and Schroeder, 1977; Lucas, graphic representation emphasized the
1981), one reporting support for tabu- ease of perceiving relationships from
lar reports (Lusk, 1979), and one re- the data, the subjects who preferred
porting no difference (Lucas and Niel- the tabular representations emphasized
sen, 1980). These results, neverthe- the ease of obtai ni ng exact val ues
less, do suggest certain of the advan- from the data. The suggestion again
tages of graphic and of tabul ar re- arises that both report formats can be
ports. Lusk, for exampl e, di scovered advantageous in particul ar decision
that subjects perceived the tabul ar situations.
reports as being less complex than the
graphical reports, and Lucas (1981) Effects of Intervening Variables
disclosed that subjects with graphical
reports devel oped a better understand- An entertaining debate has arisen in
ing of the decision task. Lucas addi- the information systems 1 iterature re-
tionally reported stronger resul ts garding the relative influence of task
(some favoring graphics, others favor- characteristics and individual differ-
ing tabl es) when report format was i n- ence in expl aining decision behaviors
teracted with cognitive style. He thus (Chervany and Dickson, 1977; Huber,
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1983; McGhee, Shields, and Birnberg, processing behavior, it is believed
1978). While evidence does exist to that cognitive skills are more appro-
suggest that individual differences do priate when performances rather than
exert an influence on decision beha- preferences are being studied (Keen
viors (Zmud, 1979; Keen and Bronsema, and Bronsema, 1981). One specific cog-
1981), it seems clear that task char- nitive skill construct, field indepen-
acteristics most probably dominate. dence/dependence (Witkin, 01 tman,
Humans, being both flexible and intel- Raskin, and Karp, 1971), has con-
ligent, seem very willing to adapt to sistently discriminated among decision
those information processing behaviors performances in related research (Ben-
' most appropriate for a given task sit- basat and Dexter, 1979; Benbasat,
uation, given contextual pressures, Dexter, and Masulis, 1981; Benbasat
even lf their information processing and Dexter, 1982; Lusk, 1979). Field
preferences might suggest otherwise. independents, in general, tend to out-
Both categories of intervening varia- perform fiel d dependents in structured
bles, however, are considered here. decision tasks and tend to make more
effective use of "transformed," i .e.,
An important task characteristic in aggregated values, graphical formats,
prior research on decision behavior is etc., information.
that of task compl exity. A finding
from behavioral decision theory very
rel evant to the present study is that
decision makers appear to use simpler Statement of Research Hypotheses
decision strategies, in order to
reduce cognitive strair, as task com- Given that prior research suggests
plexity increases (Payne, 1976). Lucas that tabular reports are simpler than
and Neilsen (1580) apply a similar graphical reports, that graphical re-
argument in explaining the lack of a ports enabl e one to more readily per-
significant effect for report format ceive the relationships among a set of
in their study contrasting the impact data items, and that humans tend to
of graphical and tabular reports: the use simpl er decision strategies as
decision context was simply too com- task compl exi ty increases, 'the follow-
pl ex to enabl e such an ef fect to ing interaction effect between task
emerge as a potent predictor vari abl e. complexity and report format is hypo-
thesized:
Nonethel ess, individual differences
have been found to influence decision Hl--While color graphic reports
behaviors (Zmud, 1979). Two classes of will result in improved per-
variables consistently found associ- formance with less compl ex de-
ated with decision behaviors are decl- cision tasks, tabular reports
sion maker demographic and cognitive will result in improved per-
attributes (Taylor and Dunnette, formance with more complex
1974). The demographic variables most tasks.
commonly incl uded in prior research
studies are age and experience, wlth Additionally, it is believed that the
both generally found to be positively pattern recognitive advantages associ-
associated with decision performance. ated with graphical formats wil 1 pro-
While cognitive styles (pervasive in- duce a significant learning effect.
formation processing habits and pref- Thus, the following hypothesis is
erences) and cognitive skills (inher- stated regarding a main effect for
ent or learned information processing report format on the development of
abilities) have both been included in effective decision rules to apply to a
studies investigating information decision task.
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H2--Color graphic reports will invoice as a '11 ow" or "high" risk.
result in better early deci- This compl exity has been reduced by a
sion performance. large utility company through the use
of the following decision model : ( 1)
While individual differences are in- only a 1 imited number of cost cate-
cluded in the experimental design gories are used, (2) each cost cate-
foremost as control variables, it gory is assigned a risk level, and (3)
might be useful to hypothesize their the products of cost category dollar
influences upon decision performance. amounts and risk levels are summed
Based upon the findings of prior re- across cost categories to arrive at an
search, it is expected that demogra- i nvoice "ri sk score. " Then, only those
phic attributes will differ from cog- invoices with risk scores above a
nitive skills regarding their influ- threshold value are selected for de-
ences on decision performance (Taylor tailed auditing.
and Dunnette, 1974). Two specific
measures of decision performance, ac-
curacy and confidence, are considered: The Experimental Task
113--Cognitive skills, but not de- Subjects were provided with sample in-
mographic attributes, will be voice information representing one of
associated with decision accu- two risk score distributions: a low
racy. risk state and a high risk state. The
means of these two distributions were
H4--Demographic attributes, but separated by three standard devia-
not cognitive skills, will be tions. Prior research has shown that
associated with decision con- this specification results in a
fidence. discrimination task of reasonabl e di f-
ficulty (Blocher and Moffie, 1982).
Given the limited prior research exam- Each sample invoice contained the
ining possible interaction effects be- doll ar amounts and risk level s for a
tween these individual differences and set of cost categories. The subjects'
either report format or task complex- task, then, was to identify an invoice
ity, no formal research hypotheses are as coming from the low or high risk
stated. population. Subjects were provided
with the means and standard deviations
of these two populations and were told
METHODOLOGY that the sampl e invol ces woul d appear
as a 60/40 percent (low risk/high
The Decision Context risk) mix.
A common internal auditing task in-
vol ves auditors assessing invoices The Experimental Variables
submitted from contractors who have
provided thei r firms with goods or Dependent Variabl es
serv ices on contr act. Because of lim--
ited resources, it is usually not Decision performance was assessed by
feasible to examine all invoices; con- capturing a subject's identification
sequently, procedures to identify of an invoice as being a low or high
"high-risk" invoices are employed. ri sk on a six poi nt scal e, anchored at
This task can become fairly complex as either ends by the phrases "surely a
a wide range of information elements low risk" and "surely a high risk."
could conceivably influence whether or Decision accuracy was measured by de-
not the auditor classifies a specific termini ng whether an invoice was cor-
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rectly identified, 1.e., a low risk Independent Variables
invoice being denoted with one of the
three scal e poi nts on the "1 ow ri sk" Two report formats were used to repre-
side of the rating scale and a high sent the sample invoices: a color gra-
risk invoice being denoted with one of phic report in which cost category
the three scal e points on the "high dollar amounts were represented in bar
ri sk" si de of the rati ng scal e. It was chart form against a bl ack background
important for this decision task that and where four risk levels were repre-
subjects be "forced" to assign a sented by employing four different
sample invoice as coming from one of col ors for the cost category "bars" (a
the two invoice popul ations. This color-coded legend associating each
rating scale also enabled an assess- col or with a numeric risk val ue was
ment of decision confidence with also imposed on the report); and, a
higher confidence associated wlth tabular report in which the dollar
scal e pol nts toward the ends of the amount and risk 1 evel for each cost
rating scale. category were portrayed in absolute
numeric terms in white against a bl ack
Each "trial " of the experiment con- background. Also, with the color gra-
sisted of seventy sample invoices phic reports, "cool " colors such as
being shown to the subjects. A blue were used to denote low risk
subject's decision accuracy, then, was levels while "hot" colors such as
the total number of correctly identi- orange were used to denote high risk
fied invoices of the seventy that com- 1 evel s.
prised the trial. A higher score re-
presents more accuracy. A subject' s Task compl exity was mani pul ated by
decision confidence was calculated by using five cost categories on one set
summing up the confidence scores for of reports, the low complexity treat-
all seventy sample invoices regardless ment, and nine cost categories in a
of whether the invoice was correctly second set of reports, the high com-
or incorrectly identified. Here, a pl exity treatment. This choice of five
higher score represents less confi- versus ni ne "cues" reflects the gener-
dence. ally accepted boundary range of human
information processing (Miller, 1956).
In order to assess subject learning
the trial of seventy sample invoices Covariates
was partitioned into thirds (sample
invoices 2 thru 24, 25 thru 47, and 48 Age and (internal auditing) experience
thru 70) and accuracy and confidence were obtal ned from subject responses
scores were calculated for each of to a questionnaire handed out prior to
these three 1 earning periods. As the the experiment. Field independence/
23 sample invoices in each of these dependence was assessed by administer-
partitions were randomly sel ected from ing the Group Embedded Figures Test
the popul ation as a whole, task diffi- (GEFT), again prior to the experiment.
culty (i.e., the difference between an Information on the validity and relia-
invoice's risk score and the "th resh- bility of this instrument is available
01 d risk score" across the th ree (Witkin, 01tman, Rasking, and Karp,
learning periods was not assured. To 1971). Finally, a second cognitive
enabl e comparisons of decision per- skill was assessed prior to the ex-
formances between learning periods, periment via a quantitative ability
"difficulty" scores were calcul ated test consisting of sixteen mathemati-
for each set of 23 sample invoices and cal problems similar to those used in
subject accuracy and confidence scores the GMAT. Prior administrations of
were appropriately adjusted. this instrument had shown it to be a
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rel iabl e instrument for discriminating The experiment i nvol ved the subjects
among subject quantitative ability responding to the two successive
(Blocher, Exposito, and Willingham, trials, 1.e., the five cue trial and
1981). This second cognitive skill then the nine cue trial, of seventy
variable was included to provide a sample invoices, or 140 invoices in
more "bal anced" set of control vari a- total. Each sample invoice was pro-
bl es: whereas fiel d independent sub- duced as a col or sl i de, and each sl i de
jects might be expected to make more was projected for exactly fifteen sec-
effective use of the color graphic onds. This timing was selected through
report format, subjects with high a pretest of the methodology.
quantitative skills should make more
effective use of the tabul ar report In summary, the experiment invol ved a
format. relatively structured task in which
subjects were provided with an appro-
priate decision model but insufficientThe Experimental Design time to apply the model. Thus, rather
Not knowing beforehand the exact than having to "discover" a decisionrul e, subjects had to devel op an ef-number of subjects who would actually fective strategy for applying the de-participate in the experiment, a re- cision rule.peated measures desi gn was empl oyed.
The fifty-one subjects who parti ci-
pated i n the experimeit were randomly RESULTS
split into two groups of 26 and 25
members. The first of these groups re- The consistency of subject decision
ceived only color graphic reports; the behaviors was analyzed with signal de-
second, received only tabular reports. tection theory (Blocher and Moffie,
Each subject group sat through two 1982) to assess subject understandi ng
compl ete trial s of the experimental of the experimental task. Trials for
task. In both cases, the nine cue which unsuitably low consistency was
format followed the five cue format. observed were dropped from further
analysis. This resulted in a final
The Experimental Procedure subject pool of 25 observations in
both col or graphic trials, 24 ob-
Al 1 f i f ty-one subjects were profes- servations in the low complexity tabu-
sional internal auditors and were re- lar trial, and 22 observations in the
gistrants of a large regi onal auditing high compl exity tabular trial. Table 1
conference. None were col or blind. shows subject scores on the covari ates
Subjects were first given a one and for both subject groupi ngs, e. g.,
one-hal f hour 1 ecture, by one of the col or graphic and tabul ar, and for all
paper's authors, on the nature of risk subjects taken together. This data i n-
analysis in auditing contractor cost dicates that (1) the assignment of
reports. This lecture included a dis- subjects to these groupings generally
cussion of the risk analysis approach appears to meet that of a random as-
which is the basis of the study's ex- signment and (2) the subjects are, in
perimental task. A thirty minute ex- fact, experienced internal auditors.
pl anation of the experimental task was Correl ations among the covariates,
then given the subjects, again by one provided in Table 2, are as· might be
of the paper's authors. This was fol- expected: whil e the two demographic
lowed by a practice trial in which the and the two cognitive skill variables
subjects were exposed to ten sampl e are associated, little association
invoices with feedback on the correct exists between these cl asses of indi-
responses. vidual differences.
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Table 1. Descriptive,Statistics on Covariates
MEAN STD. DEV. F-STATISTIC
AGE:
Color Graphic (n=25) 37.6 11.6




















Table 2. Correlations Among the Covariates (n=49)
EXPERIENCE GEFT QUANT. SKILLS





Table 3. Effect of Report Form and Task Complexity on Accuracy
(A) CELL MEANS (STD. DEV.)
LOW HIGH
COMPLEXITY COMPLEXITY
COLOR GRAPHIC 52.12 43.12
( 6.66) ( 4.18)
TABULAR 49.81 47.23
( 5.64) ( 4.66)
(B) ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (REPEATED MEASURES PROCEDURE)
EFFECT df F SIGNIFICANCE
Report Form (1,45) 0.005 .946
Task Complexity (1,45) 50.91 .001
Interaction (1,45) 15.09 .001
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Table 4. Effect of Report Form and Task Complexity on Confidence
(A) CELL MEANS (STD. DEV):
LOW .HIGH
COMPLEXITY COMPLEXITY
COLOR GRAPHIC 146.41 157.14
( 23.88) ( 20.76)
TABULAR 149.36 153.88
( 16.85) ( 36.31)
(B) ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (REPEATED MEASURES PROCEDURE):
EFFECT df F SIGNIFICANCE
- -
Report Form (1,45) .001 .979
Tas k Compl exi ty (1,45) 7.27 .01
Interaction (1,45) 1.26 .267
The SPSS (Hull and Nie, 1981) analysis abl e to very effectively exploit the
of variance procedure for a repeated col or graphic report format. Whil e one
measures design was used to assess the can only surmise why this occurs, one
study's first hypothesis regarding an probabl e expl anatl on may be that rel a-
interaction effect between report tionships among decision cues were
format and task compl exity on decision identified and then utilized in decl-
performance. Tables 3 and 4 give these sion rules. With high task compl exity,
resul ts for deci sion accuracy and de- subjects with 'tabul ar reports per-
cision confidence, respectively. A formed better. While one can again
strong interaction effect was present only surmise explanations, a possible
with decision accuracy: the color gra- reason i s that si mpl er decl si on rul es
phic report had the highest accuracy focusing on a few decision cues were
for low task compl exlty but the 1 owest appl ied. Such expl anations are con-
accuracy for high task compl exi ty. sistent with prior research findings
While a statistically significant in- and with the appealing notion that
teraction was not observed with deci- humans, in their decision behaviors,
sion confidence, it should be noted strive to reduce cognitive strain.
that the col or graph ic trial s resul ted
in both the hi ghest ( 1 ow task compl ex- The repeated measures design prohibi-
ity) and lowest (high task compl exi ty) ted any effort to examine the interac-
confidence measures. tion effects between task complexity
and the covariates. It was possibl e,
These results provide fairly strong however, to empl oy the repeated meas-
support for Hypothesis 1. With low ures analysis of variance procedure to
task compl exlty, subjects seemed to be assess the existence of any signifi-
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cant interaction effects between each sis. Table 5 presents the associations
of the covariates and report format. between the adjusted performance meas-
Only two significant effects were ures, report format (represented here
found: an interaction between report as a binary variable with '11" repre-
format and quantitative skill for de- senting color graphic reports), and
cision accuracy (p < 0.01), and an in- the covariates for the low complexity
teraction between report format and tri al s. Tabl e 6 reports the same re-
experience for decision confidence (p sults for the high complexity trials
< 0.05). Essentially, subjects with along with subject performance scores
high quantitative skills performed on the low compl exity trial (included
better with tabular reports, and more to control for subject task 1 earni ng
experienced subjects exhibited higher during the first trial).
confidence with col or graphic reports.
This provides moderate support that While the results appear to suggest
some concern for individual differ- the presence of some learning effect,
ences shoul d exi st when sel ecti ng the impl icati ons are not enti rely con-
report formats for decision support. sistent with Hypothesis 2. Decision
accuracy will be discussed first. With
The influence of report form and task low task compl exity, tabul ar reports
complexity on decision learning was appeared to resul t i n better per-
assessed through correlational analy- formance early in the trial. As the
Table 5. Correlational Analysis Regarding Learning Effects
for the Low Complexity Trial (n=49)
ACCURACY (ADJUSTED) CONFIDENCE (ADJUSTED)
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3
Form -.17 .37** .30* -.52*** -.02 .35*
Age -.15 -.04 -.13 .21 .05 -.04
Exper. - . 24 .00 .06 .11 -.05 -.02
GEFT .11 .37** .27 .13 .06 .03





Table 6. Correlational Analysis Regarding Learning Effects
for the High Complexity Task (n=47)
ACCURACY (ADJUSTED) CONFIDENCE (ADJUSTED)
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 Period 1 Period 2 Period 3
Form .41** -.50*** -.60*** -.23 .38** .19
Age -.28 .10 .26 .37* .16 .25
Exper. -.13 .12 .23 .42** .32* .26
GEFT .07 -.09 .03 .03 .05 .07
Quant. .17 -.24 -.07 .12 .32* :23
Accur. .42** -.30 -.10
(Trial 1)





trial progressed, however, subjects graphic reports were more confident
with color graphic reports outper- early in a trial for both low and high
formed those with the tabul ar reports. task complexity. Interestingly, as the
Preci sely the opposite occurred with trial s concl uded ( for both 1 evel s of
hlgh task complexity. While these task compl exity) subjects with tabul ar
findingg are intriguing, we are udable reports tended to express more decl-
to suggest why they occurred. This, sion confidence.
however; is surely an important ques-
tion for further research. In summary, some learning phenomenon
does seem to exist regarding report
The results regarding decision confi- format and the subjects' capabil ity to
dence, however, do appear supportive devel op effective decision rules. The
of Hypothesis2: subjects with col or nature of this phenomenon, however,
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was not disclosed through this expert- DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
ment.
The existing literature on the effect.,
of color graphics has been, at best,The resul ts reported in Tabl es 5 and 6
inconsistent. The reasoning that layare consistent with Hypothese 3 and 4:
subject demographic attributes tend to behind the stOdy's first research hy-pothesis, which. was. strongly suppor:be associated more strongly with con- ted, explains many of these inconsis-fidence than with accuracy, and sub- tenci es. Color graphic reports can
ject cognitive skills tend to be as- positively influence- decision per-sociated more strongly with accuracy fonnance but only when the deci si onthan with confidence. An interesting context is simple enough for relativedifference in the effects of these two complex decision strategies, i.e.,classes of variables does arise. While those involving relationships among a
the cognitive skill variables appeared Of to benumber decision variables,
to influence decision accuracy only appl ied. As task compl exity increases
under 1 ow task compl exity, the demo- and subject decision strategies are
graphic variables had their signifi- simpl ified, less compl ex report for-
cant influence only under high task mats, such as tabl es, seem to resul tcompl exity. This moderating infl uence
in better decision performance.of task complexity may explain why
very inconsistent and inconcl usive re- Task complexity, thus, becomes a driv-sults have, in general, been observed ing force in identifying appropriatein research examining relations be- report formats for decision support.tween individual differences and deci- An intriguing aspect of this notionsion behaviors. Finally, while a sub- i nvol ves a subject' s traversal of aject's accuracy during trial 1 had probl em space in resol ving a deci si onlittle effect on decision accuracy in situation: subproblems, as they willtrial 2, a subject's confidence during vary in thei r degree of task compl ex-trial 1 had a significant impact on ity, should be approached with quitedecision confidence in trial 2. different report formats. This, how-
ever, will require a far greater un-
Taken together, these findings derstanding of decision strategy se-
strongly support the existence of an lection than currently exists in order
interaction effect between report that particul ar report formats coul d
format and task complexity, suggest be automatically provided during decl-
that some (still unknown) learning sion support activities.
phenomenon may exi st regardi ng report
formats, task compl exi ty, and decision It should also be reiterated that the
behavior, indicate that while individ- decision task employed in this experi-
ual differences are associated with ment did not requi re the subjects to
decision behaviors (and to some extent di scover a deci si on rul e. The subjects
interact with report format) they tend were provided with an'effective decl-
to be dominated by other factors, and sion model but were not given suffi-
are consistent with prior research in- clent resources to apply the rule pre-
dicating that subject demographic at- ci sely as descri'bed. The decision
tributes are related to decision con- task, 'thus, involved subjects arriving
fidence while subject cognitive ati at an eTfective strategy for applying
tributes are related to decision ac- the decisioh model (or some variant of
curcy (as well as suggest that' task the model ) . These resul ts cl early
compl exity might be an important me- shoul d not be general ized beyond such
diating variable with these rel ation- a declsion task. It is suggested that
ships). ' further. resdarch efforts should both
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validate the findings of the present was · gai ned by Ghani (1981) at the
study for similar as well as for dif- conclusion of his experiment, is in-
ferent decision tasks. val uabl e i n uncoveri ng subject deci-
sion strategies and in validating
While no clear findings emerged, the statistical analyses.
study's resul ts do indicate that some
learning phenomenon was present re- While individual differences did exert
garding the subjects' decision beha- some influence on decision behaviors,
viors: reversals were observed in the these effects were dominated by report
directional ity of the association be- fonmat effects across both complexity
tween report format and deci si on per- conditions. Thls should not be taken
formance as the decision trial s pro- to imply that individual differences
gressed. Interestingly, a contrasting are unimportant. They .can i nfl uence
sign reversal was observed for deci- decision behaviors (although the
sion accuracy across the two task com- extent of these effects depends on the
pl exi ty levels but not for decision task context) and, consequently,
confidence. It seems that both report should be considered in the design of
formats can facilitate early learning decision support systems.
depending on task compl exi ty. While
the color graphic format produced In conclusion, this experiment has
higher decision confidence early with contributed to an improved understand-
both compl exi ty level s, higher decl- ing of the effects of color graphics
sion confidence 1 n the latter periods on decision performance. Much remains
of both trials was associated with the to be 1 earned, however, and further
tabular format. Thls finding also at- research extending that of the present
tests to the advantages of manipulat- study is vigorously encouraged.
ing report formats during decision
support activities. It is not clear
exactly why the tabul ar formats pro- REFERENCES
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